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ON THE COVER:
Volunteer Jacquelyn Opalach, age 9, picks up
human garbage in the dunes above Samoa Beach as
part of Coastal Cleanup day on Saturday, Sept. 25.
Cover Design: Adrian W. Emery
Cover Photo: Catherine Wong
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Josh Aden
Speakers, activists, and musicians looking to use
Humboldt State’s quad have a new set of guidelines
governing their various forms of expression.

Free speech activities cannot obstruct the flow of
pedestrian traffic, disrupt classes, or “severely harass
or intimidate” people nearby, according to the univer-

sity’s new “Policy on Time, Place, and Manner of Free
Expression.”
Like the previous quad policy, amplified speech
is limaited to the noon

hour or by special permission

after regular school hours. Nothing can be amplified
more than 100 decibels, about as loud as a motorcycle.
These regulations include handheld amplifiers like
bullhorns.
This is to the benefit of administrators and class-

rooms in nearby Siemens and Nelson Halls. University
Spokesman Paul Mann said even sound from the quad
during the lunch hour from noon to | p.m. can be disruptive.
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“Some of us staff can’t hear ourselves think when
it’s too loud out there,” Mann said.
Little of the policy regulating free speech has
changed. The biggest changes came instead to the solicitation and sales policy, which now reflects the university’s new rules restricting homemade food sales
on the quad [See Feb. 28, 2010 Lumberjack- “New
Food Policy Leaves Bad Taste.”}.
Food sales have long been a mainstay fundraiser for campus groups, but Mann said HSU
can’t take the risk of selling food not prepared ina
health certified kitchen.
“There are periodic food scares nationwide.
People can become violently ill and also die,”
Mann said. “We don’t know if the people that

SAL ADS

made these even washed his or her hands.”
Administration officials began to look at the university’s policies on free speech and quad use when
evangelical speaker Brother Matt incited anger and
shouting matches on the quad last year with inflammatory anti-gay remarks [See Feb. 28, 2010 Lumberjack“Brother Matt.”]. What they found were a number of
documents dealing with free speech issues dating back
decades. The previous official policy on public expression dated to Pearl Harbor Day 1967.
Former Vice President for Student Affairs Stephen
Butler, now settled into retirement, drafted a new
policy combining the disparate documents regulating

BURGERS
SANDWICHES
AND

MORE

the quad including standards for speech, solicitation,
and

sound

amplification.

The

document

took

input

from all offices that oversee the quad, including Clubs
and Activities and the Dean of students. The Policy
on Time, Place, and Manner of Free Expression was
adopted in June as one of Butler’s final acts as vice

president.
Jerri Jones, HSU’s clubs and activities coordinator,
said one of the goals of the new policy was to outline
a clearly defined set of standards around the manner of
free expression. The content is to remain unfiltered by
the university.
“When you start messing with that free speech
line it can go very bad very fast,” Jones said.
Butler’s interim replacement, Vice President
Edward Webb, echoed the same sentiment. He said the
university only aims to regulate speech in ways that
interrupt the school’s business.

“It has to be reasonable.” Webb said. “We can’t
say you can only speak from 2 to 3 a.m. on the quad.”
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Read the new policy online: humboldt.edu/.../P10-01Policy
onTimePlaceandMannerofFreeExpression.pdf
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report

in a sentence: “All my

pro-

fessors are 50-year-old white men.”
The Office of Diversity and
Inclusion published its 2nd Annual
Dissecting Diversity at HSU Report
earlier this month. The report is
packed with data on student population, graduation rates, and faculty

HABITS.

Of the 254 tenure-lined faculty
at Humboldt State University, 218
are white. Six are Hispanic, five are
African-American, four are Native
American, and 21 faculty members
were unaccounted for.
of HSU students of color and 13
percent of white students are dissatisfied with the racial/ethnic diversity of the faculty at HSU.
HSU is a microcosm of faculty
diversity nationwide. According
to the 1997 study “Minorities in
Higher Education” by the American
Council on Education, the percentage of full-time minority faculty is
12.2 percent.

Why It’s Important
Diana Cordova of the American
Council on Education said that faculty diversity is directly related to
student

outcomes.

ships between students and faculty
members foster that ease.
Diversity among faculty offers
comfort to Terrevia Shirley, a freshman business major. Shirley said
she would appreciate more AfricanAmerican faculty members to look
up to. “My mom’s not here, so if I
can get a role model, it would be
helpful.”
Rosamel

composition.

The report states that 27 percent

Lieiys
a...
re

Molly Tash, a freshman kinesiology major, sums up the 69-page

“The

goal

is to

prepare students to work in multicultural teams and thrive in a global
economy.”

Patty Yancey is the faculty director for the Office of Diversity
and Inclusion and also teaches in
the education department at HSU.
She believes a campus with a diverse faculty benefits everyone. “I
think it’s really important for white
students,” said Yancey, “because
they need figures to look up to that
don’t look like them that represent a
diverse world.”
As an African-American professor, Yancey believes she offers
comfort to minority students. “It’s
a cultural bridge,” said Yancey. “I
know when I go home and I’m with
my family, there’s an ease at which
you can be.” Same-race relation-

Benavides,

chair

of

the World Languages and Cultures
Department, suspects the lack of
faculty diversity encourages students

to

leave

HSU.

“[Latinos]

come and visit this campus, and
they just don’t see Latino faculty,”
said Benavides. “That has a direct
impact with retention and recruitment.”

Isabel Munguai is a sophomore
nursing major. She is transferring
to Fresno

State

next

year

in pur-

suit of a better nursing program but
also because of a lack of diversity
here at HSU. Munguai feels uncomfortable when teachers single
her out in classroom discussions.
“{Professors] say things that aren’t
offensive to them but are to me,”
said Munguai. She thinks a more
multicultural
faculty would
be
more sensitive to proper learning
environments.
The diversity report refers to
this as “tokenizing communications.” In the report, an anonymous
student illustrates the concept by
saying, “I’m the only AfricanAmerican person in all of my major classes and every time we talk
about something that refers to black
people, they always turn to me and
ask my opinion.”

Faculty Affairs, and how Mullery
is advertising faculty vacancies
through different channels in order
to reach different types of candidates.
Mullery facilitates professional development workshops with
search committees in an effort to
combat potential unconscious bias.
Yancey admits some faculty see the
professional development
workshops as a burden.

There is also a proposal to
hire an associate dean for diversity. Provost and Vice President of
Academic Affairs Robert Snyder
said, “That proposal will be vetted
and go to the University Budget
Committee, and the president will
have to make a decision on that.”
Both Snyder and the Office of
Diversity and Inclusion endorse
that hire.

Is It Enough?
Some faculty members _ think
the campus is falling short in their
commitment to diversity. Benavides
said, “They want to believe they’re
doing enough. But, as a Latino professor here, I believe they can do
more.”

Benavides accuses HSU
of
copying other universities’ tired
strategies. “I’ve been in the hiring
process where we have lost minor-

ity faculty due to our incapacity
to respond creatively to the challenges.”
Benavides suggests HSU entice minority faculty candidates by
offering housing assistance. “But,
people would say if we offer it to
them, we need to offer it to every-

What’s Being Done
The Office of Diversity and
Inclusion
recently
coordinated
efforts
with Academic Personal
Services (APS) in an effort to wid-

en applicant pools. Anytime there is
a faculty vacancy, APS is involved.
They usher the department chairs
through their hiring. Yancey spoke
of the work of Colleen Mullery,
the Associate Vice President for

body.”
Yancey hopes the diversity report will not only continue the conversation, but will lead to change.
“We feei there’s some momentum. ”
The full report is available
to view online on the Office of
Diversity and Inclusion website.
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Hundreds gathered in Trinidad
on Saturday for the seventh annual
Surf for Peace event sponsored by
the local chapter of the Surfrider
Foundation. The beach teamed
with spectators and surfers alike
while the fog rolled in and then
rolled away again.
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TOP: Rusty Gibson from Port Orford, Oregon turns backside at the
seventh annual Surf for Peace event in Trinidad on Saturday. Gibson said
the tight breaks were weird and left you wondering which peak to take.
Ted Flaig cuts frontside flipping white water into the air as two
BOTTOM:
waves closed up on him in. Flaig said this was his first competion and he
enjoyed the good vibe from all the participants. <> Travis Turner

~ Travis Turner may be contacted at thejack@

humboldt.edu

Wave riders showed up from
all over the west coast to take part
in raising money for the Surfrider
foundation.
Rusty Gibson came
from Port Orford, Oregon to ride
the fast and choppy waves. that
pound
Trinidad
head.
Gibson
said, “The waves were weird and
left you wondering which peak to
take.”
Onlookers at the shore were
hard pressed to see the competition.
The fog was broken up by intermittent spurts of sunshine, which
would burn off for ten minutes or
so before pushing back in from a
few hundred yards off shore.
That didn’t stop locals from
filling the beach and donating their
money, time, and energy to the
Surfrider Foundation. The foundation holds monthly clean up projects on roads and beaches around
Humboldt County.
Next year the event will move
to Eureka, where event promoters
hope to have even larger numbers
of attendance and more surfers in
the water.
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Ogres, Knights, and Queens-~=Oh My!
Medieval Festival of Courage
Where: Christies’ Pumpkin Patch in
Blue Lake
When: October 9-10 |0am-5pm
Cost:Adults

$5 Kids $2
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Stephanie Giles
A plump, gray donkey pulls a black trolley behind
him. His owner calls out for $1 trolley rides. Sir
Thomas the Viking gulps from his silver goblet filled
with warm, sweet mead as he watches the heroic
knights compete in the jousting tournament.
Vikings, knights, and queens came together to
join in the festivities of Humboldt’s annual Medieval
Fair last weekend. 1,200 guests participated in
the historical party. Mad River Hospital set up the
tents and castles on a field. The festival included

including the Dickens Fair, the Pirates of Sacramento,
and the Northern California Pleasure Fair, which lasts
six weeks. As she showed off her leather skirt and
furry vest, Thomsen said, “We get to know a lot of the
vendors and buy their clothes and gear.”
Burly ogres with sharp, jagged teeth wore
expressionless leather masks and spiked metal helmets
as they sharpened weapons. As they patrolled their
campsite, which they littered with animal skins and
dirty goblets. They hassled people with sticks and clubs

weapon demonstrations, jousting tournaments, and

to let whoever came close know not to mess with them.

performances by belly dancers and violinists. Each reenactment group wore full medieval wardrobe.
Emily Hill and Beau Tomson held weapon and fight

demonstrations throughout the weekend. Tomson

Stables and stadiums lined the back of the field.
Muscular horses wore red, green, and gold dresses,

ready for a knight to hop on for battle. Taverns

showed the proper way to wield swords, axes, and

scattered the festival and served drinks next to mystical
tarot readers, extravagant clothing vendors, and

shields. The group even organized a re-enacted

hardworking blacksmiths.

medieval war for kids

to take part in with
inflatable weapons. Hill
was in charge of refilling
Tomson’s cow horn with
water. “I love having

ty

s always been my dream to

cr ee a kingdom I a

share with

Lady Mary

creator Mary Dorman’s

vision of a Medieval

Festival in Arcata was

O thers
-

This is what festival]

Dorman

when she began to

-~

recreate it in 2002. The

an excuse to dress up and take part in something fun,
while still learning about history,” Hill said.
Festival-goers also dressed up, and the fair was a

fashion show of long, flowing gowns, shimmering
chain mail, and velvet robes. Sir Thomas the Viking
wore leather straps to hold up a skirt made from the
fur of skunk and squirrel road kill and a metal helmet
complete with sharp, curved horns reaching out the top.
Sir Thomas, better known as Tom Arend, and Lorie
Thomsen are very familiar with the Medieval Festival.
Thomsen liked seeing “more people getting involved
and dressing up, instead of just sitting around and not
being a part of something this big!”
This was their second year attending the festival
in Arcata. As he took another swig from his goblet,
Arend said, “We attend a medieval festival almost
every weekend, and this one has been really fun.
Everyone is so nice and excited to be here.”
The two attend medieval festivals all over California,

fair started out as an educational tool for elementary
school students to teach them medieval and renaissance

history and still give them a fun experience. This year,
the festival saw the biggest turnout since it started.
“It’s amazing how they could be so inventive during
such a dark time,” Dorman said as she watched people
shoot archery, watch belly dancers and have their
fortunes told. “They created the idea of chivalry, honor,
and knightly behavior, which I believe is important for
everyone to learn.”

Dorman made all the flags, built the towering
wooden castle sets, and even made some of the horses’
dresses. The fair became Dorman’s own world in the
middle of Arcata. “It’s always been my dream to create
a kingdom I can share with others.”
The Medieval Fair allowed the ogres, knights, and
queens hiding in Arcata to parade freely among the
locals.

Stephanie Giles m 2 be contacted at
thejac @humboldt.edu
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Donkay pals a 4 cart at the Medieval Fair <> Stephanie Giles
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for Coastal Cleanup Day

Adrian W. Emery & Catherine Wong
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Teisha Mechetti sat in the sand and held a stick
attached to a metal knob. “I got my handy-dandy little
magnetic device here,” she said, as she dipped the
magnetic end into the sand around a fire pit at Mad
River Beach.
It emerged moments later and brought up nails and
staples — rusty, charred, warped, and still sharp. She
dropped them into a bucket and again plunged the
magnet into the sand.
Mechetti, along with roughly a thousand other
volunteers, travelled to the beach last Saturday
for California’s 26th annual Coastal Cleanup Day.
Volunteers from all over the state teamed up to rid
their local beaches of human debris.
The Northcoast Environmental Center (NEC)
organizes Coastal Cleanup Day in Humboldt County.
In 1978, the NEC began the Humboldt Beach
Beautification Project, an initiative that predates
Coastal Cleanup Day.
Lisa Zystro, conservation outreach and volunteer
coordinator with the NEC, said, ““We’ve been doing it

for longer than the rest of the state.”
More than 900 volunteers took part in the cleanup
last year. “It’s a point of pride,” said Zystro. “People

are really invested in the ocean.”

Volunteers scoured the beaches and dunes in search
of debris. They carried trash bags, buckets, and sticks
in hand.
Bottle caps, cigarettes, and glass were common
finds. Other debris was more uncommon: Volunteers
recovered hypodermic needles, pornographic
magazines, and a kitchen sink at Eureka’s North Jetty.
While volunteers picked up debris, oceanography
Professor Hal Genger said the most dangerous human
pollutant is carbon dioxide. “We keep producing
CO2, and it changes the pH of the ocean,” said
Genger. This change can kill creatures dependent on
calcium carbonate, like coral and mollusks.
Another danger to sea life is plastic, which animals
inadvertently consume. Floating debris drifts to
the center of ocean-wide vortexes called gyres and
gathers into island-sized whirlpools. “We’re just
learning about the plastic debris,” said Genger.
“We’re still investigating the consequences.”
One common item volunteers picked up were nails
left behind by wooden pallets.
HSU biology junior Michelle Arnett said, “People
need to stop burning pallets. There are places to buy
wood. I mean we’re up here in Humboldt. You can
find wood.”
Sander Stockfleth dug through the remains of
bonfires. ““No one ever comes back to pick up,” he
said. “I want to see someone make a sign out of the
garbage urging people to clean up.”
The NEC requested that volunteers fill out data
cards to record the debris they found. Volunteers
recovered over 100 pounds of rusty nails on Mad
River Beach alone.
Jack Kidder, a forestry junior, said “Trash sucks, but
when people burn shit, they leave nails half the time,
and it’s super sketch.”
“| think that the college community is the most
common beach occupant,” said Kidder. “If you want
to piss in your own living room, don’t bitch about the
smell.”

Adrian W. Emery & Catherine Wong may be
contacted at thejack@humboldt. hi
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Leila Moss kneels in a pile of ash in order to
reach rusted nails in the center of an extinguished
bonfire. <> Catherine Wong
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The Moon Festival happens every year on August 15 of the lunar calendar. People from China, Korea, Japan,
Vietnam, and others celebrate it for family reunion, abundance and togetherness.
Last Wednesday, the Multicultural Center held an Asian Pacific Islander Community reception and Moon
Festival at Kate Buchanan Room.
“We celebrate this festival for bring different countries people together and make harmony,” said Susan Lin,
an employee at the Multicultural Center.
The Moon Festival in Asian culture is as important as the New Year.
During the event, a group of English-language speakers read a poem named “Goose” and sang a song named
“Two Tigers” in Chinese, which impressed the audience.
Ethics studies professor Wurlig Bao was born in China and immigrated to America about 20 years ago. She
sang songs from her homeland, which touched the audience.
Intisar Sulaiyam Al Shekaili, an
international business administration
major and exchange student from
Oman, said, “I love the song, it’s
indeed, on the Pacific Cogst- we have
very beautiful, and it was something
different from what I used to listen to.”
- Humboldt Chamber of Commerce in 1893 The event also served free traditional
Asian food. One treat was the mooncake, a rich mixture of fillings, such as salted eggs, fruits, nuts, and more.

“One fact makes Humboldt unique
among the countries of California, and

no Chinese.

Usually, people eat mooncakes while watching the full moon during the Festival.
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the middle of what is now called old-town, around 4th Street and E Street. They built a gallows and they told

the Chinese people that they had to leave or they would be killed. And, they drove out the Chinese community
from Humboldt County,” said Accomando.

Febrary 6, 1885, Eureka City Councilman David C. Kendall walked down E street in Eureka. Two Chinese
men on opposite sides of the street began to shoot each other. A stray bullet killed Kendall.
After that, mobs drove more than 300 Chinese residents out of town, shipped them offto San Francisco, and
did not allow them to return.
In 1906, the local newspaper, Humboldt Times, ran the headline, “THE CHINESE

OCT. 5 - CRIBBAGE
TOURNAMENT
6 PM
“OCT. 8 - OLD TOWN BAR &
GRILL 30TH REUNION PARTY
Pe aN
OCT. 9 - OLB TOWN BAR &
GRILL 30TH REUNION PARTY
an aN
OCT. LL - OPEN MIC
a aN
OCT.12- JERRY JOSEPH
WALLY INGRAM
9.39 PM

Excellent performances and free food attracted up to 200 people to come over and have fun.
All these events are to let everyone know that there is diversity on campus, said Christina Accomando, a
professor of English and critical race gender and sexuality studies. She said we have to recognize and celebrate
and talk across our differences, and create a better sense of community and not just separation and segregation.
This turnout would have been impossible in 1885. “In the 1800s and 1890s, there was literally a gallows in

&

G’S

VON TCA

MUST GO!” because the

Starbuck-Tallant Canning Company of Port Kenyon hired 23 Chinese and four Japanese people to work at the
cannery.
125 years later, Asian people
returned to Humboldt County and
A
celebrated their traditional festival at |}

Humboldt State.

ms

“The story isn’t to make people
depressed or unhappy, but we need
to know our history in order to have
a better future,” said Accomando.
“We have to understand our history,

instead of people just saying, ‘Gee,
it’s funny that Asian people haven’t
gotten up here.’ Asian Americans
were here. Chinese Americans were
here.”?

Yawen Xu may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
Students from China wore their traditional clothes. <> Yawen Xu
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Pressed Plants Galore
Vascular Herbarium is the largest of the CSU’s
Peter Sheppard
Walk into room 161 of the engineering and biological sciences building, and it can be a humbling
experience if you fancy yourself as something of a botanist. With cabinet upon cabinet of distinct pressed
plants, the Humboldt State University Vascular Plant Herbarium is a treasure trove for all students who want
to begin their study in the fields of botany and plant classification.
Hosting the largest collection in the CSU school system, the HSU Herbarium contains 100,000 species of
dried and pressed plants available for study. The plants are all mounted on acid free paper and arranged by

family and species. Robin Bencie is the collections manager for the Herbarium. Bencie, who has managed the

ALBERTO

HSU Herbarium for nine years, graduated with a master’s degree in biology with an emphasis in botany from
HSU in 1997. Prior to her graduation, Bencie used the Herbarium extensively.

“We’ re jus t doing
with

what

we

the best

Professor Emeritus James P. Smith played an integral
part in the Herbarium’s creation. Smith said that the facility

have.

originated as a small collection of teaching specimens, some

~ Robin Bencie -

EMERGENCY

dating back to the mid 1800s, before it expanded into the

D.D.S.

APPOINTMENTS

AVAILABLE

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.ALBERTOTAYLORDDS.COM

y
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the ‘70s that were “directly related to collecting for the Herbarium.” This changed in the years that followed

=
|

Taqueria

due to budget cutbacks. There then came a time when “those classes weren’t offered anymore because they

1

were electives,” said Bencie.
Aside from being the largest in the CSU system, the HSU Herbarium is also the only one on the West Coast
between the Bay Area and Corvalis, Ore, a span of nearly 500 miles. This makes the Herbarium an incredibly
valuable asset, given the diverse flora present in Northern California.
Bencie said that the budget furloughs of last year had an effect on students getting into botany. She said that
a beginning botany student is less likely to use the Herbarium than an upperclassman. Many of the electives
that use the facility are no longer offered, and any classes that do are mainly upper division.
Bencie, for the most part, is the only one actually working out of the Herbarium. “Most herbaria have
more than just one person who works there, and here, it’s just me part-time. So, we rely a lot on student
volunteers,” said Bencie. Volunteer duties include collecting and pressing plants in addition to maintaining
the Herbarium.
“We used to have money for work-study students, and they took that away a while ago. So now, I have
students coming in asking if I have money or jobs, and we don’t even have enough to pay minimum wage.”
Despite whatever setbacks may have come in the Herbarium’s direction, Bencie is unshaken. ““We’re just

o

686 F Street, Suite D, Agpate

|
CA 95521

Now Open Sundays
Monday - Sunday
9AM - 9PM

Family Atmosphere
Dine (n or Carry Out

Breakfast Menu
Chile Relleno

made fresh daily
authentic menudo

doing the best with what we have,” said Bencie.

Sciences Building Rm. 161

|

791 BAYSIDE ROAD, SUITE 2 | ARCATA, CALIFORNIA 95521
T=, 822.4826 | Fx 822.7467

:
Cyaan
teaching and research facility it is today.
Herbarium director and professor of plant taxonomy Michael Mesler said it provides actual evidence of a
specific plant having grown in a specific place and time. This makes the Herbarium an invaluable resource for
conservationists and those looking to save endangered plants.
The Herbarium provides a visual and historical record of when and where certain plants grow and can be
used as a visual reference. If an endangered plant is growing in an area of the forest being cut for timber,
loggers can work around the plant to preserve it from being destroyed.
The Herbarium has been in operation for more than 40 years. Bencie talked about how there were classes in

Engineering & Biological

TAYLOR

Peter Sheppard may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu

686 F Street (by Safeway)
826-2572
www.ricostacostaqueria.com

‘e

Plants of the Herbarium <> Catherine Wong
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Cues
By Travis Turner

By the time they hit the stage,
Grieves and Blueprint, the opening
acts, already had the crowd pumped.
Oves.500 people roared with a
fervor that lasted through the entire

before

their

show, Slug, the lyricist, and Ant, the
D], talked with fans in front of the

autographs, take pictures, and one

ambitious fan attempted a rap battle
with Slug.
Slug and Ant perform as
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show. Daniel Jacobs, a Masters in
Social Work student, said,"l've been a
fan of Atmosphere since the release
of ‘Overcast!’ in 1997, and what | saw
last night was a group of extremely
talented and hard working artists on
top of their game.”
Several times throughout the
show, Slug stopped to “testify” to his
audience."This is the closest some of
us get to church,” he said. The crowd
roared. He continued by telling the
audience not to waste their time
Celaalay mals lame Uae oD} Cel Tay eae MLAS core!
encouraged them to get out and do
something to make their situation
eX saccl
After many years in the industry,
Slug has learned a thing or two."'If you
have to lie to someone to get your
way, its not worth having,” he said.
The new album, “When Life Gives
You Lemons Paint That Shit Gold,’
Parl ielekelN ent Vaan MT concept
started from a photo book that
Dan Monick put together called
Sevens,” said Slug. The book is about
Atmosphere’s friends and fans
throughout the years and will be

LAKE
¢

HOT

P red

released in early 201 1.Monick asked
the group to create some music to
supplement the book. After making

a

audience.

hours

oe 5
eth

several vinyl recordings for the
project, they decided to combine the
tracks from that and another set of
recordings into an album.
When asked why he makes music,
Ant had a very simple answer."'| have
no choice.” he said.“‘It’s who

Sth:

| am.”
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of for artists of their caliber. Fans
got to show their respect, ask for

two

Ly

venue. Something totally unheard

Atmosphere and have made hip-hop
since 1993. They performed in Arcata
for the first time on Monday at the
Community Center to a jubilant

For almost

L
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By Yelena Kissler
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Atmosphere rocked the Arcata Community Center on Monday night along with openers Grieves and Blueprint. Responding to the sold out crowd Slug
beautiful. How did you learn to be like this?” Above Left: Atmosphere Guitarist Nate Collis jams out under the blue light playing in pertect parallel as
Right: Slug. eves closed. hangs two fingers in the air for the crowd who quickly followed suit. Bottom Left: Grieves opened up the show and had the
ith fans as he
entrance of Atmosphere. Bottom Right: Slug stands out front of the Arcata Community Center for two hours mingling
y

ail

3
Sr OLE

from Atmosphere said, “You guys are tucking
Ant and Slug shred beats and rhymes. Above
crowd ina frenzy an hour before the climatic
waited for his turn on stage.
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IN THE HOLE AND §TILL DIGGING

EDITORIAL

Gather round everyone.We have news to share: the recession is over! And, it
has been over since last year.

A report released a week ago by the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER), a nonpartisan organization whose purpose is to study economic
cycles, says that the recession the country went through has been over for
more than a year.
The recession started in December 2007 and lasted 18 months, the longest

economic plunge in our country since the Great Depression.And it is no
longer. Isn’t that great?
Did you hear that, unemployed Americans?
You have nothing to worry about.

Oh, wait.Are some of you still on the street? And, those new jobs created to

lower the unemployment rate? Almost all of them are in construction.
There doesn’t seem to be much difference between then and now. The

official national unemployment rate is still a whopping 9.6 percent. California’s
unemployment rate is 12.2 percent. Both are according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics.

Just because the NBER says that the recession is over does not mean that
the strife and hardship that millions of Americans experience is over. Just
because the recession is technically over, the time has not yet arrived to pop
the top off champagne bottles.

While we may no longer be at the bottom of the hole, we still have a long
climb before we're out.

BUSINESS TIME

SEX COLUMN

B.J. Marquez
Episode

I: Sex

I'm often left wondering what on earth they define as sex,

definitions, and you can’t go around saying the word “sex” and
not having people know what you mean.
Except we do that all the time. Many people don’t “count”

then. If rolling around naked and giving each other orgasms
isn’t having sex with someone, what is it? A study session? A

I’m not sure | know what sex is.
Sorry. Sex columns are supposed to be written by sexperts
(that’s “sex” and “expert” put together, by the way. I’ve never
met one in real life, but | bet they're awesome in bed), but |
have to confess that I’m definitely not a sexpert. To illustrate

bicycle race?
You already know what I’m getting at. A lot of people define
“really” having sex as doing the thing we call “intercourse.”
Take vagina, insert penis, repeat. Some will expand this

how much | don’t know about sex, I’m going to write about
the most basic thing I’m ignorant about: what is it?

anything but intercourse; lots of others have completely
different ideas about it.And, if people’s definitions of sex vary
as much as | think they do, then that means there could be
people out there you've had sex with who didn’t have sex
with you -- and people you were just “fooling around” with

definition to include guy/guy intercourse, but bring up lesbian
sex, and people start to stammer.And even if we are talking

| mean, | know what sex involves: naked bodies, squishy
bits, funny noises, people rolling around together in various
combination. It has a lot to do with feeling good. | have a

for whom you're officially Number Four.

about hets, it just doesn’t make sense to me to leave out all

I'm in favor of discussing these things with the people we're
having sex with (or racing our bicycles with or whatever),
as well as our friends. Rather than asking their Number, try
asking them what sex means to them. It’s not the same for
everyone, and you could find out some really interesting
things.

those other sexy activities — oral, manual, dirty talk, and all
those other ways we might touch each other or ourselves.

pretty good idea of when I’ve done it and when | haven’t and
with whom.
But, it’s just that: a pretty good idea. Not a completely clear

| have this feeling that if the definition of sex were expanded,

many of us would realize we've had a lot more sex than we
thought we had. This is terrifying, given that so many of us
believe that our Number (that oh-so-objective thing) defines

one, and nothing that approaches a real, hard, and fast (heh)

definition.
The lines are fuzzy. | know they're fuzzy because of
the number of times I've heard someone say they engaged
in five hours of sweaty business, last night, with a friend, in a
bed...without “having sex.”

us as normal or slutty or prudish, and when these identities

get messed with, things get messy.
Maybe I’m overreacting. It could be that we simply need a
clear demarcation of when sex begins and ends. Words need

Ot a question or an idea? E-mail me at
ianca@goodrelations.com and I'll do my non-sexpert best to
espond.
Opinions expressed in Lumberjack editorials are determined by a majority of the Lumberja
ck editorial board. They do not necessarily express the opinions
of the
university, the Associated Students or the Department of Journalism and M
ass Communications.
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IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES

While You Were Out

Ahron
One reason we sit on day 91

Sherman

child care providers.
This left approximately 450 families and

720 children without state child care payments, said Hill.

without a state budget is Governor
Swarzenegger’s proposal to eliminate

Child care often costs as much as $400 per month for each
child, said Hill. Changing Tides picks up portions, if not all of
the bill for those 450 families.
Many providers continue to take care of kids while parents
work, but three months without payment lightens even the
fattest wallet. Providers look to parents to eliminate the
shortfall, but parents don’t have the funds to do so. The cuts
put everyone involved in a bind, and it will only get worse if

almost all state-subsidized child care,
yet California’s First Lady Maria
Shriver hosted a five-city Family Day
celebration dinner from Los Angeles
yesterday.
Local altruist Betty Chinn
simultaneously hosted one from
Eureka while hosts in San Diego, San Francisco, and Fresno
joined the celebration and held dinners as well.
Launched as a national initiative in 2001, Family Day urges
parents to regularly eat dinner with their children. TimesStandard’s Thadeus Greenson reported Sept. 19 that Shriver
wanted to use Family Day as a platform for her belief that all
Californians belong to one family. That's why she did it big.
Although | don’t question the power of a shared meal with
loved ones, it’s irresponsible to act like food is free. Parents
must work to feed their children, and many times they can’t

the cuts go through.
Without state-sponsored child care, parents
children in unsafe situations, said Hill. Whether
older, yet unqualified sibling or by themselves
hours after school, it’s unreliable to leave kids
On Shriver’s website, it says, based on a 2001

afford child care.
In Humboldt County, that’s where Changing Tides Family
Services, a local state-sponsored organization, comes into play.
The organization helps parents pay for child care — sometimes
footing the whole bill. The Governor's May budget proposal
threatens to cut Changing Tides’ funding for the entire fiscal

sometimes leave
it’s with an
for just a few
home alone.
study by the

they get out of school to help them with their homework,
listen to their problems, and just be there. Unfortunately, |
could not reach Shriver for comment.
Changing Tides’ Carol Hill said she likes to think
California’s administration and its legislators find child care
just as important as medical care, fire protection, and law
enforcement.
State sponsored child care is not simply a safety net program,

er
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staff and affiliates, as well as the University as a whole.

in 2000. Mercury affects the human
brain, spinal cord, kidneys, and liver.

The Lumberjack

Submission Policy
peng submissions Nescrttel ct Editor Nicholas Preciado at

al.com

Include “Attn: Opinion” in the subject line for e-mail submissions.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 350 words.

Guest columns may not exceed 750 words.
All letters and columns may be edited for grammar and spelling.
We reserve the ngnt to edit profanity and obscenily and may hold
content for any re son.
New contributors may be given preference over return contributors.
relevant campus or community organizations.

It's in the best interest of the state to continue subsidizing

Last Friday, reports surfaced that law makers reached a
framework they can work with to get the budget signed.
If they manage to pass it soon without eliminating statesubsidized child care, Shriver’s Family Day ideals might retain
some meaning, but until then, they're just a bunch of jokes at
the expense of Californian families.

MADE IN AMERICA

sea with approval, what about the toxic waste America and
other countries dump near Somalia? This is done without
permission, and leads to piracy because the toxic wastes are
First, China doesn’t export Revolution; second, China doesn't
destroying
the coral reefs, which are breeding grounds for the
export hunger and poverty; third, China doesn’t come and
fisheries and are also destroying the livelihoods of Somalis,
cause you headaches. What more is there to be said?” - Xi
taking the food out of the mouths of the poor.
Jinping, Vice President of the People’s Republic of China.
Just because there is no central government in Somalia, does
I've just read an article in the Lumberjack (Volume 97
that make it okay to dump toxic wastes there? Not only is it a
No. 3) that the ignorance of people blows my mind. If a
problem in East Africa, but West Africa as well. India was also
Chinese mining company has dumped toxic waste into the
victim to waste dumping, as a Mainebased chlorine-caustic factory was
to
letters
and
The opinions expressed in all columns, guest columns
found to send used mercury to India
the editor do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Lumberjack, its

Figase include your name, telephone number, city

Brown and Wohl also write: Long term studies found that
quality child care programs decrease the likelihood of juvenile
delinquency, adult incarceration, and welfare participation.

an added bonus, it’s the right thing to do.
California State Assembly member Wes Chesbro said
Schwarzenegger's budget proposal undermines families, and
it seems like Shriver’s social advocacy does not impact her
husband's decisions whatsoever.
“The Governor should really listen to his wife,” said Chesbro.

“There are some bored foreigners with full stomachs who
have nothing better to do than point fingers at us (China).

WI

$60,000 and large companies $3.5 million yearly.

National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse, that kids

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

umberjack.opinion

nearly 600 people as well. However, Brown and Wohl write
that unscheduled absences from work cost small businesses

who eat dinner with their parents 2-3 days a week tend to
not smoke, drink, or do drugs. This tidbit forms the basis for
Family Day.
Despite my full faith in the study, I’m perplexed by Shriver’s
irresponsible obliviousness to Family Day's contradiction with
her husband’s budget proposal. Children not only need to eat
dinner with their parents, they need someone at home when

“The May budget proposal was without precedent,” said
Changing Tides Executive Director Carol Hill.““The proposed
cuts were shocking and breath-taking.”
On July | (day one of the fiscal year), the state froze
payments, which made it impossible for Changing Tides to pay

4

said Hill. It’s an economic driver as well. Without reliable
childcare, parents become unreliable workers, and businesses
lose money.
The National Economic and Development Center published
a 2004 study about the child care industry in Humboldt
County. Written by Bentt Brown and Jen Wohl, the study
says parents who work full-time and have children under
18-years-old earn $171.3 million a year. On top of that, the
child care industry generates $22.5 million and employs

child care no matter how tough economic conditions are.As

year.
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of residence, and affiliation

HSU students should provide their major and class standing.
We also welcome cartoons, spoof articles, and other items.

All submissions
must be received
the Friday preceding publ

4:00 p.m.

The American government poisons
'the poor for profit by getting rid of
cr: e wastes. In 2007, the United States
bsent 80 percent of their toxic wastes
to China, all while making profits also.
: he United States exported enough

e-waste! to cover a football field and
ise a mile into the sky. The problem is
our media doesn’t spare a thought for
c hinese workers dying to dispose of

Millions of tons of your toxic crap.
F Most of your junk ends up in the
small port city of Guiyu, a onei dustry town four hours from the

Hong Kong Special Administrative
egion that reeks of acid fumes and
bi rning plastic. Its narrow streets are

fined with 5,500 small-scale scavenger

enterprises euphemistically called “recyclers.”
They employ
80 percent of the town’s families, which make up more than
30,000 people who recover copper, gold, and other valuable
materials from 15 million tons of e-waste.
The workers are
often unmasked and ungloved, and they dip motherboards
into acid baths, shred and grind plastic casings from monitors,
grill components over open coal fires, and are paid $1 to $3 a
day with an early death. They expose themselves to braindamaging, lung-burning carcinogens, birth-defect-inducing
toxins, such as lead, mercury, cadmium, and bromated flame
retardants, as well as to dioxin at levels up to 56 times World

Health Organization standards. Some 82 percent of children
under 6 around Guiyu have lead poisoning. Under the Basel
Convention, a 1992 international treaty that was ratified
by every industrialized nation except the United States,
the dumping of toxic waste by developed countries onto
developing
Please do
same thing,
my country

ones is illegal.
not talk when your country does the exact
if not worse. 80 percent of your wastes go to
and harm my people. Do you know how much

80 percent is or how many lives are affected? Do you ever
wonder how much Americans buy? Please look at both sides
of the story first before making an argument.

“You're not to be so blind with patriotism that you can’t face
reality.

Wrong is wrong, no matter who does it or says it.”

-Malcolm X

Youkang Li
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RUGBY BURNS
Anthony Barstow

aed

a

Loni Carrera tries for a tackle against an alumna player
during Saturday’s Rugby Match <> Elizabeth Sorrell
When skin hits skin, it makes a distinctive SMACK! When
a body slams another body to the ground, there is an unmistakable THUD! And, when a person is injured, the spectators
erupt in a tell-tale groan. This symphony of grit came together
Saturday in the men’s and women’s rugby alumni games.
The women played first and squared up against former

Colin Bourgeois attemps to complete a pass hoping to put the
School Boys on the board. <> Nichole Parada

players in a close game. The men played second in a game
that was not as close.

The alumni won both games, though no one paid close
attention to the scores. The number of points each team scored
was not as important as the pains each team took to score.
To score points, called a try in the language of rugby, is

difficult.
One person carries the ball to the goal line, and 15 players
on the opposing team attempt to stop her, or him as the case
may be. Those 15 players will use any legal means at their
disposal to keep the ball from crossing the goal line.
Mostly, it involves hitting the player with the ball -- hard.

see RUGBY

continued on page
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ULTIMATE FRISBEE BRINGS IT HOME
Josh Aden

Rookie Denny Burke races across the field and knocks
heads with an opposing player from Lewis and Clark College,
leaving a bloody gap in his opponent’s smile where a tooth
once was.
“I got a couple teeth marks in my forehead as souvenirs,” Burke said.
This is not rugby. This is not football: this is ultimate.
Humboldt State’s ultimate men’s and women’s teams
hosted their annual fall tournament last weekend in the
sf
fields of the Arcata

of stony college kids to get organized. It’s like herding cats.”
The tournament is one of the first of the fall and for
many of the competing teams it will set the tone for the season.
Eric Nyberg, team captain for the Chico State Hops,
said, “For a lot of these teams, it’s the kick off for the season.
You bring a bunch of young players to get them some experience, see where you think the team is going.”
Michael O’ Dowd, one of the Buds’ coaches said they
;
are looking at this tournament as
It’s
a
lot
of
stony
college
kids
to get an opportunity to get new playCommunity
Center.
The
Humboldt
ers time on the field and to learn
- Marcus Kessler Classic -- or THC
where their teammates will be
as it is colloquially
around them.
known to the players -- drew teams from as far as Chico State
“We’re regaining an identity. We need to form a new set
to the south and Reed College in Portland to the north.
of offensive people. Our [defense] is pretty strong, but we’re
HSU’s men’s team, the Buds, and women’s team, the . reworking our [offense]. We need to evolve,” O’ Dowd said.
Hags, were well represented with many players that both
This season marks a new era for HSU ultimate, as they
groups split into two teams. A men’s HSU alumni team also
are now part of a different region. HSU used to play in the dicompeted.
vision covering Oregon and Washington. They will now play
The Ultimate Frisbee circuit is a series of weekend
in the division covering Northern and Southern California
tournaments. Teams usually play 6-7 games per tournament
and parts of Nevada and Arizona.
weekend. Travelling teams stay in the homes of their host opUltimate players may be known for laid-back attitudes,
ponents.
Junior Buds player Marcus Kessler said, “It’s a lot
but the competition and athleticism are fierce. The injuries

the hestine cate

A member of the Humboldt Hags doges a defender
from Lewis and Clark Artemis <> Josh Aden
are plentiful.
Kessler said, “It’s like playing four full soccer games in
a day.”
Ultimate requires the same level of skill, endurance, and
academic performance of other sports. It has, however, an informal, self-regulating atmosphere that sets it apart. Teams
will often dress in themed costumes. One of HSU’s women’s
teams wore bright sports bras and superhero undies over

ia

Josh Aden may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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JACKS UNABLE TO
FIND WIN AT HOME
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NEELY
AUTOMOTIVE
-Engine

Repairs

& Rebuilds

-Electrical Systems
-Transmissions,

Brakes

& Clutches

-Heating & Air Conditioning
-Maintenance & Safety Checks
-Front End Alignments
-Computerized State-of-the-Art
Petty datas

We will work with
parents over the phone!
Call Our

followed along the same

lines as

Friday’s game, as HSU’s volleyball team held its first
home games this weekend failing in attaining their first
win.
Saturday’s game looked promising for the Jacks.

The team put a strong effort into their first set. Blocks
made by freshmen Allison Drobish and Ashley Neale
provided defense against early spike attempts by the
Cal Poly Pomona Broncos. A block is when players in
front of the net attempt to deflect an attack by the other
team.

The two teams exchanged service until the Jacks

got a four-point streak after tying 3-3 to the Broncos.
The Jacks maintained steady control of the ball.
Freshman outside hitter Taylor Manuel bumped a ball
off of a block by other Jacks players. Senior setter
Joliann Arzadon got under the ball and set it for outside
hitter Oceana Matsubu to spike in for a kill.
Their ability to defend an attack from the Broncos
and line-up their own hitters for shots adhered to a
loose formula that allowed the Jacks to make creative
attacks against the Broncos. The Jacks maintained a
steady five-point lead to win the first set 25-18.
The second set opened with a three-point streak
by the Broncos. The Jacks worked to match the three
points, only to give up a four-point streak to the
Broncos that put them on their heels for the rest of the
set. The Jacks lost the second set 22-25, which put the

i

team on their heels for the rest of the match.

The Jacks lost the next two sets. Final scores for

penbhee

2s

both sets were

17-25.

Junior outside hitter Oceana Matsubu’s 12 kills
accounted for about one third of the Jacks 35 kills.
Matsubu says, “We let them get a few streaks, and we
couldn’t get back from that.”
The volleyball team this year is fresh-faced with 11

Team

980

5th Street, Arcata

Swain
of the 18 girls on the team being freshmen.
The Jacks’ nearly independent

play of the

first set

deteriorated during the second set. The Jacks took a
psychological blow after the Broncos’ early streaks in
each set. Over the course of the match, doubt caused
the Jacks to make desperate digs and made freshmen
players hesitant to take charge. A dig is when a player
lunges to hit a low-going ball. Matsubu said, “We need
to improve upon our mental mistakes and recover from
that quickly.”
Freshman outside hitter Taylor Manuel said the
team needed to improve upon communication. “|We
need to be] talking to each other, making sure we get

the right areas covered, and definitely getting the ball
up higher.” At one point, the ball came to the center of
the Jacks with each player watching the ball, but nobody claimed the ball or moved to defend it.
Saturday’s loss, combined with their first home
game loss on Friday to San Bernadino, dropped the
Jacks’ California Collegiate Athletic Association record to 0-5 and their overall record to 0-10.
The Jacks will play Sonoma State on Wednesday.
Head coach Sue Woodstra says the Jacks have as fair
a chance against Sonoma as they had against Cal Poly
Pomona. Woodstra said, “Anybody in the conference
can beat anyone else. San Bernadino is the only one
beating up on people.”
The Jacks are contenders so long as they keep their
composure. Until the Jacks are able to do this, they will
not be able to distinguish themselves from the other
CCAA teams. The team is approaching a point of no
return, unless they can work together to start making

FREDS BODY SHOP
Specializing in Collision Repair
651 Indianola Cutoff
Between Arcata & Eureka
(707) 442-2258
Open from 8am -5:30pm Mon-Fri

Family Owned and operated in
Humboldt County since 1973
.
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be contacted

at thejack@humboldt.edu
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Saturday’s game

& Experienced

826-0687

Ashley Neale (1) and Allison Drobish (17) jump up for the block while Joliann Aradon (15)
braces for the spike against CSUSB. <> Nicole Prada

7 Nick

Friendly

16 Sports
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THE LUMBERJACK

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

RUGBY

7.10

continued from, page
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8AM to Midnight
On the Plaza 744 Sth Street

822-3731

Phone Orders Welcome

www.thealibi.com

Trailer Park Mondays

Two For Tuesday

Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Hush Puppies, Corn Dogs,
Hot Wings, Deep Fried Dill
Pickles, Bud in the Can, Jello
Shots, Oly Specials

8am to 2pm
Buy any breakfast or lunch entree
and get one half price.

5pm to 9pm
Buy any lunch or dinner entree
and get one half price.

Irish Pub Wednesdays

Ono Luau Thursdays

Corned Beef & Hash, Lamb Chops,
Halibut n’ Chips, Cheese Fries,
Irish Flag Shots, Guiness, 50
cents of Irish Whiskeys

Aloha Chicken Wings, Maui Ahi
Poke, Coconut Shrimp, Macadamia
Nut Halibut, Teriyaki Ginger Tofu,

Chicken Katsu, Blue Hawaiian,
Mai Tais

Upcoming Shows

all shows

@ The Alibi
21 and over only

Upcoming Shows

Splinter Cell
(local punk)

a ete

Lees

(garage punk from Tel Aviv)

Throughout the two games, players for both sides suffered cuts, bruises, and bloody noses. While chasing the ball, Luke Swangler received a
kick to the eye. After he walked off the field, he received 10 stitches.
In rugby, the play rarely stops, and players run for nearly 40 continuous minutes each half. After a long breakaway, junior kinesiology major
Loni Carrera vomited on the field, twice, in the middle of play. The game
continued unabated.
Another player on the women’s team, Megan McFerrin, stepped in a
pot hole on the field and went down with an ankle injury when an alumna
tackled her. Someone ran in from the sideline to bring her water. McFerrin
drank, caught her breath, and walked off the field under her own power.
Current women’s rugby coach, Jon Mooney played for the men’s team
when he attended HSU. After coaching the women’s team on Saturday,
Mooney suited up and played for the men’s alumni team.
During the men’s game, the wind picked up at Manila Community
Park and the temperature dropped. As a player exhaled, his breath, visible
to those on the sidelines, lingered in the air and mixed with the rolling fog,
which passed over the field.
Throughout the men’s game, the whistle was just a helpful suggestion,
and competitors grappled for the ball long after the whistle blew the play
dead.
A routine developed in both games where, at the end of each play, at
least two or three combatants from each side were on their backs or at the
bottom of a pile or both.
All this is not to say that sportsmanship was not present, quite the
contrary. However, on the rugby field, sportsmanship means that after you
have tackled a man such that his feet left the ground, you give him a pat
on the back, as if to say, “You'd have done the same to me, and | respect
you for it.”
The blood and bruises and the joy and pain the players felt on
Saturday were all part of an exhibition game in which many former teammates squared off against each other. And, while the score may not have
mattered and the game will not show up in record books, the intensity of
the play was real.

Anthony Barstow may be

contacted at thejack@

humboldt.edu

FRISBEE continued from Some page

Humboldt’s Finest Fresh Organic Juices
& Smoothies, Killer Coffee, Espresso,
Lots of Vegan Goodies, Paninis, Salads,
Free WIFI and so much more...
7 days a week, open 8:30 AM - 5 PM.
Just off the Westside of the
Arcata Plaza - 865 8th St. Arcata, CA
re

PH. orders

707-825-1781

14

shorts. The Chico Hops dressed as the lost boys, complete with a Rufio
and Peter Pan.
Ultimate is also self-officiated. There are no referees; no tally of fouls
is taken. If a player feels he was wronged, he may call a foul, and those
involved will discuss it.
O’Dowd said, “You’re responsible for knowing the rules and policing
yourself.”
If someone makes a bad call, O’Dowd said the players will boo to let
the player know what they think of it. It’s a mutually agreed-to system
ruled by the court of public opinion.
This fosters a close-knit ultimate Frisbee culture. Hags player Aubrey
Costa said that wherever she goes in the country, she can find a like-minded group of players to hook up with.
“We take people from all the other sports that are burnt out on their
high school or college sports,” said Costa, who was sidelined by a knee
to her shin during play on Saturday. “We like to bring in new people and
share the love of [ultimate] with them.”
Mens

rankings:
|. Chico

2. Sonoma
3. Humboldt Alum
4. Humboldt

aE
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Josh Aden may be contacted at
thejack@humboldt.edu
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Puzzle By Anthony Barstow | Cartoon by AdrianW. Emery
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Unscramble the letters to form a word
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Sekee
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HUNAN * CANTON °*PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

We have the largest

VEGETARIAN

i [.

MENU

]

|

t

Exyey

in town!

HSU Student ID gets
10% off
Fine Chinese Cuisine on

PUAN

the Plaza...

‘i.

761 8th St.

|

On the Arcata Plaza

PLOZA

Call for to-go orders

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

or reservations

822-6105

Closed
Mondays

Six Rivers Planned Parenthood Outreach

at Humboldt State University

Why did the boy look at the moon when the picture was fuzzy?
to check the

i

I
i
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i
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Unscramble the circled Letters to solve the riddle!

6

d
i
I
7
i
j
i
i
i
i

Tuesdays: 12:30pm - 3:30pm Student Health
Center

a

Thursdays: 5:00pm - 7:00pm in the
“)" Mezzanine Level, Agate Rooms A&B

Redwood rivia
By Grant Scott-Goforth

|. This instrument, long associated with American folk and bluegrass music, was
introduced to the U.S. by African slaves.
2. Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs’ tune “Foggy Mountain Breakdown” was
popularized in what 1967 film?

© Chlamydia Testing [Urine Test]

© HIV testing [Finger poke, results in 10 minutes]
©
©
©
©

Condoms, lube, spermicide and other supplies
Oral contraceptives [The Pill]
ae
Depo-Provera [The Shot]
Ortho-Evra [The Patch]

Confidential

© Nuva Ring

Men
© Emergency Contraception [Plan B]
° Pregnancy testing & options information

and Women

Wildwoos
Music
/7::Folk
Mandolins
www.wildwood.ws

3.What comedian and movie star currently plays banjo in a touring band?
4.Alt-country band Old Crow Medicine Show was “discovered” while busking by
what legendary guitarist’s daughter?

Ukuleles

5.What was the name of the fictitious band featured in the 2000 film ““O Brother,
Where Art Thou?”
Solution to last week’s scramble:

Solution to last week's trivia:
|. Corn 2.The Prohibition era 3.Aluminum

LAGER, PILSNER, DRAUGHT, HICCOUGH
The bartender’s favorite performer: the TAP DANCER

cans 4.Water 5. Mad River Brewing Co. in
Blue Lake 6. Lagers and Ales

be
fv
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Guitars
Hand Percussion
Fiddles

0 St. Arcata, CA 822-6264

M-F 10:30-§:30 Pa

THE LUMBERJACK

Joe Garceau
Unplugged
Noon
Has Beans
Eureka

EOTO
9pm
Arcata Theater
Lounge

Reggae Night with
Akaboom and
One Wise Sound
9pm
Jambalaya

Wednesday

\
=

ae
x

-

MIS HETREET7 882.4740) /jombalayaarcab cam

ri
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Karaoke
8 pm
Biue Lake Casino

Open

Mic Night
7pm
Blondie’s Food &

Drink

Northtown Dub
All Day
Jambalaya

Thursday

ny

XS

=

Whitewater
Ramble
With Steve Molitz of
Particle
10 pm
Jambalaya

Foundation
for
Women

Steve Martin
and the Steep Canyon
Rangers
8pm
Van Duzer Theater

Humboldt Folk
Dancers
8 pm
Arcata Presbyterian
Chruch

oy
=

Meet District Attorney

Paul Gallegos
6 pm
3rd Street, Eureka

ANNUAL

Oct.16
Oct.17

7am
9am

Macabre

Plus Belly Dance Festival
After Party
8:30 pm
Redwood
Dance

FACTORY
SECONDS
Saturday
Sunday

Cabaret

Raks

Studio

Wildrivers

101

Film

Festival
“Walking Dreams”
9pm
Arkley Center for the
Performing Arts
Eureka

i

G
Deep Groove
Society Sundaze
10 pm
Jambalaya

- 6pm
- 3pm

Wildrivers 101
Festival

Film

“May | Be Frank?”
5 pm

Open

Mic Night
7 pm

Mosgo’s, Arcata

Minor Theater
Arcata

Arcata Community Center

2

321 Community Parkway
(across from HealthSPORT)
From Hwy.

101 exit at Samoa

east toward Sunny

Blud., drive

Swing Dance Night

Brae. At first traffic

7:30
Redwood Raks
World Dance
Studio
Arcata

circle follow Union Street, then take the
first left to 321 Community Parkway.

Wide

variety

©

of products

and colors including the
party

Saturday for best

€ase bring your own
ng

bom

Free Bicycle

Tune-Ups
wan ih

707-825-7500

www

Film

The

Felice Brothers

8 pm

The Depot

i

7:30 pm
Minor Theater
Arcata

Na

s¢

3:30 pm
8th and I streets
Arcata

A portion of the proceeds
will benefit KEET TV, Public

Cash, checks and

Wiildrivers 101
Festival
“Redland”

|

.fireandlight.com

G-Money Karaoke
8 pm
Cher-Ae-Heights
Casino

Progressive Drink
Night

with DJ Dub Cowboy
10 pm
Sidelines

.
;

‘
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BOOKS
TIN CAN

MAILMAN

ACROSS

FROM

STANTON’S

RESTAURANT

Welcome Back HSU Students!

CASH

BUYS BOOKS, including
TEXTBOOKS for cash
or trade credit. Huge

Jason T. Stuan, D.D.S.
Russell L. Davis, D.D.S.

selection, open daily.

Corner of 10th & H Arcata

FAST!

COLLEGE STUDENT!

EASY!

PERSONAL
TAX

Get a“B” (or higher grade)

&

OK!

All other types too!
No

Prevententive and Restorative Care

REFUND

CHECKS

in every course! College
professor reveals amazing
techniques, guaranteed
to work! For instant details,

19

BANK

20% Student Discount for Initial Exam and X-Rays

LINES!

*New coin service:
Bring in your change for dollars!

Open
Monday-Saturday °10-6

1102 5th Street

950 I Street. Arcata, CA 95521 822-0525

Eureka * 445.9022

email: Ij@podlife.org

Thousands
Overseas

of Jobs
for 2011!

(-

Back Pain? Neck Pain?_~

~

Headaches?

We Can Help

Seniors: Apply
Online Now

Humboldt Back & Neck

Pain Center
aul &

“Ap
Don’t Worry:

We've

Got

You

Covered!

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors

* “Launch Your Career
Overseas!

All Majors. 77 Countries.

Ask About Our 30% Student Discount

Combine with Grad
School!

1781 Central Avenue McKinleyville, CA

839-6300

Apply Online.

Www.peacecorps.gov

800.424. 8580

(re) ELECT

Alex Stillman

——.Ie
SWS Couneil
‘ eeaceaccen wien

Sonia

*Lobbied reeks to scale
Highway 101 plans down
from 8 lanes to 4 lanes
* Helped create Arcata Marsh
and Wildlife Sanctuary
* Fought the State so Arcata
could develop its world-class

Cosmetic Bonding

green sewage plant

Wisdom Teeth
Root Canal Treatment

Council member

1972-1978

* Ensure Jeafe and well
kept public streets,
parks, and trails.
* Establish more partnerships with HSU for new
innovative research and
pilot projects
* Create affordable
housing, practical for

students
* Encourage energy
conservation through
community education
Paid
P.O, Box

Inc.

Arcata Dental Office

* Worked to establish Arcata
(A&MRTS) Bus system
* Helped forge the Arcata
Economic Development
Corporation for home and
small business loans

Alex now...even wiser!

R. Bautista, DMD

ent, Friends of Alex Stillm
Political Advertis
1194 Arcata CA 05518, 476 0674 James A Hane, teat

Ultrasonic Cleaning
Mercury Free Fillings
Nitrous Gas-Stereo Sound

Emergency Care
Oral Conscious Sedation

New Patients
We Cater to
Welcome
Cowards
1225 B St. (2 Blocks from HSU) 822.5105
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PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS

|

Cole

Sun-Thurs:

noon - IIpm

Fri-Sat: noon - lam
COFFEEHOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS
CORNER 5TH & J. ARCATA
822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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